


















In this article, I will describe some of the major properties of Japanese from a
typological point of view. In the first part, within the framework of generative
grammar, which attempts to capture universality among natural languages, I will
briefly review the framework of Baker (2001), who tries to highlight universality
over individual languages by the concept of parameter. I will then consider the sta-
tus of Japanese in this framework. In the second half, I will discuss the properties
of long-distance reflexives, which behave similarly in some east Asian languages
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????????????????????? (S)???? (O)??? (V)??? 3?
?????????????????????????? 6??????????3?
????????????????????????
(2) a. SOV —??????????45%?
b. SVO —?????????37%?
c. VSO —??????????????? (18%)
???????????—???????????? 3
???????????????? SOV, SVO? 2????????? 80%?????
??????????????????????????????? 2???????
??????????






























(5) a. ????????: ????? vs.?????
4 ????























B ??????????? (head directionality parameter)
?????????????????????/??????
(7) a. ??: I heard rumors that the president will resign.
???: ?????????????????
























































? 1: ???????? (Baker, 2001, Fig. 6.4)
















































(10) a. Juuna sent them to the childre.
b. They haven’t come yet.





‘Speaking of this book, John has read it.’
????????????????????????
b. ?????????
























?: The man came down from the tree.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????

































































????? A B C D E F G H
?? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? ? ?









???????????????????????????? (myself, yourself, herself
??)??????????????????????????????
(17) a. ???i ?? j ???i; j ?????????????





???????????????? (Huang & Tang, 1991,??)?Huang and Tang???
????????? Pan (2001, (34))??????????????































































(19) a. ???i ??? j ???i; j ??????????????
b. ???i ???? j ???i ????????????
c. ???i ??/? j ???i; j ??????????????
d. ?i ?????? j ???i; j ??????????????????????















‘You said that Zhangsan often criticized himself’

























































































????????????? (Kuno, 1972;??, 1978; Kameyama, 1984; Sells, 1987; Iida,
















3(22a)???????????????Hiraiwa and Ishhara (2002)??????????????????









?????? (?????, 1999, p. 44, (19f,g))?
(ii) a. ??? j ????????? j ?????????


















































































(27) ??i ??/? j ???i; j ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????
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